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Setting up a farmers’ market stand can take some time. Even after the tent and tables are set 

up, you have to get all of your products to the booth. With Magliner material handling tools, 

the entire process of setting up your stand can be easier. Whether it’s a reliable traditional 

hand dolly or a powered hand truck, you can find the tools you need to get the job done quickly 

and efficiently. 

 

 
 

Classic Hand Truck 

 

The classic Magliner hand truck will be your workhorse when it comes to setting up your booth. 

Whether it’s moving tools to set up your stand or boxes of products, it makes moving items 

faster, easier, and more efficient. Stack boxes or other small items on the hand dolly, tip it back, 

and wheel it directly to the booth. With a load capacity of 500 pounds, you can get more done 

in fewer trips. Magliner hand trucks can be customized with different wheels, nose plates, and 

handles, so you can design yours to perfectly suit your needs. 

 

Convertible Hand Truck 

 

If you need more versatility to accommodate longer items or just need to move more boxes 

over a flat surface, like a plaza, consider a convertible hand truck. The Magliner convertible 

hand truck starts off as the classic upright hand truck but can quickly transform into a 

horizontal hand cart in four-wheel mode. Whether it’s for longer products, such as large pieces 

https://www.magliner.com/product/hand-trucks
https://www.magliner.com/


of art, or more boxes of vegetables or other food to sell, it can give you the versatility you need 

to help you set up your stall faster. If you were to choose just one hand cart for your operation, 

this might be it. 

 

Appliance Hand Truck 

 

For larger, heavier items, choose the Magliner appliance hand truck. If your booth offers 

cooked food and you need to haul in a grill, the appliance hand truck can help you move it into 

place. The heavy duty hand truck offers a load capacity of 800 pounds, making it easier to move 

larger items by yourself. It can even help eliminate the need for a team lift. You can also equip 

this tool with optional accessories, such as side wings and a self-retracting ratchet strap, that 

help keep larger items in place. 

 

Electric Dolly 

 

A Magliner electric dolly will be incredibly useful at the warehouse when loading your van or 

truck to go to the farmers’ market. It can help move larger items like grills or heavy items like a 

collapsed tent to the truck easily. It acts much like the heavy duty hand truck, but with powered 

movement to help move items over longer distances. If your truck or van has a powered 

liftgate, you can take it to the farmers’ market and use it to help set up the stand.  

 

Get the Magliner material handling tools your farmers’ market booth needs at 

https://www.magliner.com/ 

 

Original Source: https://bit.ly/44FlGY7  
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